MAINTENANCE WORKER

NATURE OF WORK IN THIS CLASS:

Performs skilled work involved in the maintenance and repair of building structures, machinery, electrical equipment and fixtures.

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES OF WORK: (These examples do not list all the duties which may be assigned; any one position may not include all the duties listed).

Repairs and maintains building structures, machinery, plumbing systems, electrical and mechanical equipment and fixtures.

Replaces and repairs defective electrical components and fixtures; inspects, maintains and repairs machinery and mechanical equipment; measures, cuts, and installs pipes and tubing for water lines; repairs and replaces gauges, valves, pressure regulators and other plumbing equipment; opens clogged drains.

Cuts out and joins parts of worktables, benches, shelves, and other furnishings; builds sheds or other outbuildings; replaces and repairs brick and plaster wall.

Paints building woodwork, fixtures, machines or equipment to prevent corrosion.

Maintains building and grounds in clean and orderly condition.

Applies safe work practices on the job.

Performs related duties as required.

MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE, ABILITIES AND SKILLS:

Knowledge of the standard principles, methods, practices, techniques, tools, and equipment used in the maintenance and repair of building structures, machinery, electrical and mechanical equipment and fixtures.

Ability to apply safe work practices on the job.

Ability to work effectively with the public and employees.
Ability to understand and follow oral and written instructions.

Skill in the maintenance and repair of building structures, machinery, electrical and mechanical equipment and fixtures.

MINIMUM EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING:

(a) Two years of experience in the maintenance and repair of building structures, machinery, plumbing, electrical wiring, and fixtures; or

(b) Any equivalent combination of experience and training which provides the minimum knowledge, abilities and skills.
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